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1: The Face on the Cutting Room Floor by Stan Cutler
The Face on the Cutting-Room Floor is a crime novel by Ernest Borneman writing as Cameron McCabe. It was first
published in London. The book makes use of the.

The author of the book inevitably enters the story as a character â€”also as a murder suspect. Famous literary
critics are eventually drawn into the mix, where they offer conflicting opinions in a cascade of misattributed
quotes. Different interpretations of the text clash and contradict each otherâ€”not just outside the text, but in
the very pages of the novel. It also wants to fill the role of a commentary on itself, and on the detective story
genre in general. The book starts out with no hints of the excesses to come. But this straightforward opening
gambit soon develops into a series of maddeningly complex variations. No fewer than three people step
forward to confess to the murder. Then it turns out that a camera had filmed the whole event, and the footage
indicates that the actress took her own life. The real murder has yet to take place in this novel. And, yes, there
is a detective, but he falls several notches below Sherlock Holmesâ€”and, for all we know, might be a
murderer himself. Even the final page throws a parting curveball. The experimental quality of the story
coexists with a great degree of banality. Many scenes are awkward and formulaic, almost to an unbearable
extreme. Borneman had arrived in his new country knowing very little English, and was still learning the
language when he wrote The Face on the Cutting-Room Floor. Once the reader knows "who done it," once the
puzzle is solved and justice served, the allure of the story dissipates. But Borneman delivers a quirky
exception to the rule in The Face on the Cutting-Room Floor, a mystery in which the same facts are recounted
again and again, yet with a different twist at each retelling. Sir Herbert Read commented, when this novel was
first released: Publication date of this essay: New Angles on an Old Genre Postmodern Mystery Postmodern
Mystery is a web site devoted to experimental, unconventional and postmodern approaches to stories of
mystery and suspense He kept his identity secret for almost forty years. The Face on the Cutting-Room Floor
was published in as a novel by author Cameron McCabeâ€”who is also a lead character, narrator and.
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To ask other readers questions about The Face on the Cutting-Room Floor, please sign up. Be the first to ask a
question about The Face on the Cutting-Room Floor I've just finished the most incredible book I've ever read. The
problem is, I'd struggle to describe it to you as it's virtually.

However, he was a quick learner, considered the detective story he was writing "no more than a finger
exercise on the keyboard of a new language", and had finished it when he was not yet 20 years old. The same
idea also holds true for documentaries , where in the editing process the large amount of raw footage is cut
down to a manageable size and where it can happen that a particular part of the film is completely removed
from the final version. McCabe works in the film industry and has made himself a name as a supervising film
editor working mainly on feature films. One day his boss, Isador Bloom, orders him to cut out altogether a
young aspiring actress, Estella Lamare, from a movie which has just been produced. As the picture is about a
love triangle McCabe does not see the point in doing as he was told and immediately suspects some foul
business. The place is equipped with an automatic camera which, once it has been set, starts recording the
moment the door to the room is opened. Estella Lamare has died from stab wounds, and although the roll of
film showing her slow death can be found it cannot be decided exactly how she died. On the film Ian Jensen,
her partner in her last movie from which she was to be cut out , can be seen struggling with Lamare, but the
cause of her death may have been either an accident or suicide , or murder. However, four days later, on
December 3, , his body is found in a shabby rented room in a cheap boarding house in London. Jensen has
been poisoned and, at a point in time when he was already dead, shot in the head. Right from the start there is
antagonism between Smith and McCabe: Each suspects the other of knowing more about the case than he
admits, with Mc Cabe repeatedly assuming the role of detective while Smith seemingly has no idea how to
solve the crime. Eventually the confrontation between the two antagonists escalatesâ€”their "game" turns into
a "fight"â€”when Smith has McCabe arrested for the murder of Ian Jensen. McCabe refuses to be represented
by a lawyer during his trial "a layman conducting his own defence" , and systematically tries to break down
the case against his person and to win over the jury to his cause. In the course of the trial a number of facts
about the people involved in the two deaths are revealed. For example, we learn that McCabe himself is a
"morally uprooted" man who has replaced "eternal values" with "values of the moment". Until his arrest he
has a relationship with Maria Ray, the actress who, together with Lamare and Jensen, forms the love triangle
in the recently completed film. Although Maria Ray is the love of his life, McCabe cannot help starting an
affair with Dinah Lee, his secretary , and, by carrying on two relationships at the same time, double-crossing
both women. He also insinuates that Smith has used doctored evidence to build up his case against him. The
members of the jury are impressed, pronounce a verdict of "Not guilty", and McCabe is acquitted. McCabe
posts his manuscript to an old journalist called A. Smith is arrested, tried, and hanged. With Cameron McCabe
dead, the addressee of his manuscript continues the narrative, a part of the book which is entitled "An
Epilogue by A. Eric Partridge considered it a mine of information on contemporary English slang and quoted
extensively from it in his lexica. The Face on the Cutting-Room Floor saw eight reprints in various pocket
editions and also appeared in French and German translations but was never brought out in the United States.
Hagen, who praised it as one of the milestones of crime fiction in his Who Done It?. In the early s Julian
Symons , in his history of crime fiction entitled Bloody Murder, famously referred to The Face as "the
detective story to end detective stories". However, the identity of the author was a mystery itself. Neither
Symons nor the Gollancz publishing house knew anything about a Cameron McCabe, not even whether he
was still alive or not. Two months later, still in , Julian Symons reviewed the Gollancz reprint, revealing, after
some research, the real name of the author as a certain Ernst Wilhelm Julius Bornemann , a man about whom
he said he knew nothing except his name "More information from readers would be welcome". Another
reviewer, British novelist and screenwriter Frederic Raphael , also admitted having no idea who the author
was. Only then was it found out that Bornemann was the Borneman, the famous sexologist who was alive and
well, living in the small Austrian village of Scharten, and teaching at several universities both in Austria and
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3: The Face on the Cutting Room Floor by Cameron McCabe â€“ Mysteries Ahoy!
The Face on the Cutting-Room Floor - Kindle edition by Cameron McCabe. Download it once and read it on your Kindle
device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features like bookmarks, note taking and highlighting while reading The Face on the
Cutting-Room Floor.

Plot introduction[ edit ] Borneman began working on this novel â€” his first â€” shortly after arriving in
England from Nazi Germany in , with practically no command of the English language. However, he was a
quick learner, considered the detective story he was writing "no more than a finger exercise on the keyboard of
a new language", and had finished it when he was not yet 20 years old. The same idea also holds true for
documentaries , where in the editing process the large amount of raw footage is cut down to a manageable size
and where it can happen that a particular part of the film is completely removed from the final version.
McCabe works in the film industry and has made himself a name as a supervising film editor working mainly
on feature films. One day his boss, Isador Bloom, orders him to cut out altogether a young aspiring actress,
Estella Lamare, from a movie which has just been produced. As the picture is about a love triangle McCabe
does not see the point in doing as he was told and immediately suspects some foul business. The place is
equipped with an automatic camera which, once it has been set, starts recording the moment the door to the
room is opened. Estella Lamare has died from stab wounds, and although the roll of film showing her slow
death can be found it cannot be decided exactly how she died. On the film Ian Jensen, her partner in her last
movie from which she was to be cut out , can be seen struggling with Lamare, but the cause of her death may
have been either an accident or suicide, or murder. However, four days later, on December 3, , his body is
found in a shabby rented room in a cheap boarding house in London. Jensen has been poisoned and then, after
his death, shot in the head. Right from the start there is antagonism between Smith and McCabe: Each
suspects the other of knowing more about the case than he admits, with McCabe repeatedly assuming the role
of detective while Smith seemingly has no idea how to solve the crime. Eventually the confrontation between
the two antagonists escalatesâ€”their "game" turns into a "fight"â€”when Smith has McCabe arrested for the
murder of Ian Jensen. McCabe refuses to be represented by a lawyer during his trial "a layman conducting his
own defence" , and systematically tries to break down the case against his person and to win over the jury to
his cause. In the course of the trial a number of facts about the people involved in the two deaths are revealed.
For example, we learn that McCabe himself is a "morally uprooted" man who has replaced "eternal values"
with "values of the moment". Until his arrest he has a relationship with Maria Ray, the actress who, together
with Lamare and Jensen, forms the love triangle in the recently completed film. Although Maria Ray is the
love of his life, McCabe cannot help starting an affair with Dinah Lee, his secretary, and, by carrying on two
relationships at the same time, double-crossing both women. He also insinuates that Smith has used doctored
evidence to build up his case against him. The members of the jury are impressed, pronounce a verdict of "Not
guilty", and McCabe is acquitted. McCabe posts his manuscript to an old journalist called A. Smith is arrested,
tried, and hanged. With Cameron McCabe dead, the addressee of his manuscript continues the narrative, a part
of the book which is entitled "An Epilogue by A. Eric Partridge considered it a mine of information on
contemporary English slang and quoted extensively from it in his lexica. The Face on the Cutting-Room Floor
saw eight reprints in various pocket editions and also appeared in French and German translations but was
never brought out in the United States. Hagen , who praised it as one of the milestones of crime fiction in his
Who Done It?. In the early s Julian Symons , in his history of crime fiction entitled Bloody Murder, famously
referred to The Face as "the detective story to end detective stories". However, the identity of the author was a
mystery itself. Neither Symons nor the Gollancz publishing house knew anything about a Cameron McCabe,
not even whether he was still alive or not. Two months later, still in , Julian Symons reviewed the Gollancz
reprint, revealing, after some research, the real name of the author as a certain Ernst Wilhelm Julius
Bornemann , a man about whom he said he knew nothing except his name "More information from readers
would be welcome". Another reviewer, British novelist and screenwriter Frederic Raphael , also admitted
having no idea who the author was. Only then was it found out that Bornemann was the Borneman, the
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famous sexologist who was alive and well, living in the small Austrian village of Scharten, and teaching at
several universities both in Austria and his native Germany.
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The Face on the Cutting Room Floor by Cameron McCabe and a great selection of similar Used, New and Collectible
Books available now at www.enganchecubano.com

However, he was a quick learner, considered the detective story he was writing "no more than a finger
exercise on the keyboard of a new language", and had finished it when he was not yet 20 years old. The same
idea also holds true for documentaries , where in the editing process the large amount of raw footage is cut
down to a manageable size and where it can happen that a particular part of the film is completely removed
from the final version. McCabe works in the film industry and has made himself a name as a supervising film
editor working mainly on feature films. One day his boss, Isador Bloom, orders him to cut out altogether a
young aspiring actress, Estella Lamare, from a movie which has just been produced. As the picture is about a
love triangle McCabe does not see the point in doing as he was told and immediately suspects some foul
business. The place is equipped with an automatic camera which, once it has been set, starts recording the
moment the door to the room is opened. Estella Lamare has died from stab wounds, and although the roll of
film showing her slow death can be found it cannot be decided exactly how she died. On the film Ian Jensen,
her partner in her last movie from which she was to be cut out , can be seen struggling with Lamare, but the
cause of her death may have been either an accident or suicide , or murder. However, four days later, on
December 3, , his body is found in a shabby rented room in a cheap boarding house in London. Jensen has
been poisoned and, at a point in time when he was already dead, shot in the head. Right from the start there is
antagonism between Smith and McCabe: Each suspects the other of knowing more about the case than he
admits, with Mc Cabe repeatedly assuming the role of detective while Smith seemingly has no idea how to
solve the crime. Eventually the confrontation between the two antagonists escalatesâ€”their "game" turns into
a "fight"â€”when Smith has McCabe arrested for the murder of Ian Jensen. McCabe refuses to be represented
by a lawyer during his trial "a layman conducting his own defence" , and systematically tries to break down
the case against his person and to win over the jury to his cause. In the course of the trial a number of facts
about the people involved in the two deaths are revealed. For example, we learn that McCabe himself is a
"morally uprooted" man who has replaced "eternal values" with "values of the moment". Until his arrest he
has a relationship with Maria Ray, the actress who, together with Lamare and Jensen, forms the love triangle
in the recently completed film. Although Maria Ray is the love of his life, McCabe cannot help starting an
affair with Dinah Lee, his secretary , and, by carrying on two relationships at the same time, double-crossing
both women. He also insinuates that Smith has used doctored evidence to build up his case against him. The
members of the jury are impressed, pronounce a verdict of "Not guilty", and McCabe is acquitted. McCabe
posts his manuscript to an old journalist called A. Smith is arrested, tried, and hanged. With Cameron McCabe
dead, the addressee of his manuscript continues the narrative, a part of the book which is entitled "An
Epilogue by A. Eric Partridge considered it a mine of information on contemporary English slang and quoted
extensively from it in his lexica. The Face on the Cutting-Room Floor saw eight reprints in various pocket
editions and also appeared in French and German translations but was never brought out in the United States.
Hagen , who praised it as one of the milestones of crime fiction in his Who Done It?. In the early s Julian
Symons , in his history of crime fiction entitled Bloody Murder, famously referred to The Face as "the
detective story to end detective stories". However, the identity of the author was a mystery itself. Neither
Symons nor the Gollancz publishing house knew anything about a Cameron McCabe, not even whether he
was still alive or not. Two months later, still in , Julian Symons reviewed the Gollancz reprint, revealing, after
some research, the real name of the author as a certain Ernst Wilhelm Julius Bornemann , a man about whom
he said he knew nothing except his name "More information from readers would be welcome". Another
reviewer, British novelist and screenwriter Frederic Raphael , also admitted having no idea who the author
was. Only then was it found out that Bornemann was the Borneman, the famous sexologist who was alive and
well, living in the small Austrian village of Scharten, and teaching at several universities both in Austria and
his native Germany.
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The Face on the Cutting-Room Floor and millions of other books are available for Amazon Kindle. Learn more Enter
your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App.

It can be read as a somewhat hardboiled detective novel, a legal thriller, a cat and mouse game between
detective and criminal or psychological crime novel yet there are ambiguities in the telling and particularly the
ending that are designed to make the reader question what they have read. Certainly I think it is a startlingly
modern work, styled as a found document rather than a novel, and at times I found myself checking to make
sure that the publication year was not a typo. There is a frankness about sexual relationships and power
relationships that seems quite striking for the period. I came to this book with little idea about it, or its
reputation as my copy is not the striking Picador Classic shown above and came without any fanfare. If I had I
would likely have struggled to recognize her description of the novel as being very, very boring â€” at least at
first. The opening of the book is certainly written in a somewhat disjointed style with short, staccato sentences
that give it a punchy, hard-boiled feel but I thought the initial setup of the story was quite promising. The book
is narrated by Cameron McCabe, also credited as the author of the book though in actuality it was a German
refuge, Ernest Borneman. We learn that he is a film editor who is surprised when the producer of the film he is
working on comes to him and tells him to completely cut the lesser known of the two leading actresses out of
the movie. Given it is a love triangle movie and McCabe judges her performances to have been excellent he
cannot understand what is motivating that decision. The next morning the actress in question is found dead in
an office with cuts to her wrists. Answers to whether it was suicide or murder ought to be found in the
uniquely rigged camera security system the special effects coordinator had installed in that room as a film
camera starts when the door is opened but the film is missing. Soon multiple people have confessed to
murdering her and the film, when it does turn up, will raise more questions than answers for Inspector Smith. I
like a lot of the ideas and story beats found in these early chapters and while I found the prose a little hard to
follow at times, I appreciated the clever way the book is able to present the reader with multiple, convincing
explanations of what happened each based on some logical point and in a few cases on some knowledge of the
workings of the film industry. Some of these are helpful but by the time we reach the first of the two most
lengthy accounts, the courtroom sequence, I felt it had become tedious with little new information being
imparted at all. Why repeat the same basic facts over and over again? While quite original for the time, this
approach presents several problems. Even McCabe, who narrates the novel, remains something of a mystery to
the reader right up to the end. On another, simpler level I found the epilogue grating because it feels a little
smug and self-satisfied. The author creates fictional responses from real critics to the account that makes up
the first three-quarters of the book and analyses and responds to these. While some of the ideas discussed are
certainly intriguing, it feels indulgent and far too drawn out. There is an interesting development in the final
few pages but, by then, the reader may well have abandoned the work. For all of these complaints however, I
do think that the book is frequently innovative and interesting. I particularly enjoyed the intense rivalry that
emerges between McCabe and Detective Smith which I think is very cleverly developed throughout the novel
and I think has a striking resolution. Similarly, I think the psychological elements of the novel are well
handled, even though the characters are fairly uniformly unlikable. The problem is that for all its inventiveness
and clever ideas and observations on the detective genre, the book is just not much fun to read. It is dry,
particularly in its final quarter, and while the twist in its final pages is excellent it takes far too long to get
there. Death by Poison How Share this:
6: The Face on the Cutting-Room Floor : Wikis (The Full Wiki)
Essay by Ted Gioia There's no good reason why a detective story published in should be so cussedly postmodern. But
The Face on the Cutting-Room Floor is just that.
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The Face on the Cutting Room Floor has 7 ratings and 1 review. Chana said: This book was OK, not that good, not that
bad. Goodman, a PI who is in bad wit.

8: FACE ON THE CUTTING ROOM FLOOR CHORDS by Nitty Gritty Dirt Band @ www.enganchecubano.c
She's history No one would give her a star on the walk She'd have a hundred if pillows could talk Where have I seen her
before? She's the face on the cutting room floor.

9: Face on the Cutting Room Floor Lyrics
Lyrics to 'Face on The Cutting Room Floor' by Nitty Gritty Dirt Band. She's history / No one would give her a star on the
walk / She'd have a hundred if pillows.
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